Introduction
The reign of law, represented by the incorporation of obligatory arbitration as a rule of positive international law, is not the only means for securing and preserving peace among nations. Nevertheless, it is an essential condition of peace.
1
The maintenance or restoration of peace and the quest for sustainable peace have been part of international legal thought for a long time. Lauterpacht considered the idea of peace as an important aspect of the Grotian tradition, reflected in Grotius ground-laying work, De Jure Belli ac Pacis.
2 Constraining the effects of war and working towards sustainable peace has been an important feature of the activity of the international community for many decades, if not centuries. The result of these efforts is a complex normative and institutional framework for monitoring and enforcing human rights and for the peaceful resolution of disputes. 3 International courts and tribunals (ICs) are an important component of that ever-evolving system of global governance. In acknowledging the role of ICs with regard to peace, Hersch Lauterpacht has pointedly noted that, the primary purpose of the International Court (including both the Permanent Court of International Justice and the International Court of Justice) lies in its function as one of the instruments for securing peace in so far as this aim can be achieved by law. 4 That statement underlines the enabling as well as the constraining effects of international law on the activity of ICs. The last several decades have been marked by a conspicuous process of 'humanization of international law' in several aspects. 5 That humanization is expressed in the impressive development of several branches of international law as human rights, humanitarian law and international environmental law. Another related process is that of increased judicialization of international law and international relations, expressed in the qualitative and quantitative expansion of the international institutional framework entrusted with the monitoring and enforcement of international law, including a large number of international and regional judicial and quasi-judicial mechanisms. 6 International courts are an important component of the operating system of international law, which exercise an increasing influence on interpreting and developing the normative content of international law. 7 As mechanisms for the enforcement of international law, international and regional courts can play an important role in providing the necessary forums for ensuring the peaceful solutions of inter-State disputes, for dealing with individual complaints concerning human rights violations, or for prosecuting individuals alleged to have committed internationally recognized crimes, as genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity.
This chapter will first discuss the role and contribution of ICs with regard to promoting, maintaining or restoring peace, as a community interest, within the larger legal and institutional framework of the international legal system. Simma has defined 'community interest' as a consensus according to which respect for certain fundamental values is not to be left to the free That shows the importance of ICs as important tools which can contribute to the interests of peace.
The second aim of this chapter is to analyze the contribution of these courts to clarifying different aspects of State responsibility, the responsibility of international organizations, as well as individual responsibility with regard to promoting, maintaining or restoring peace. The issues selected for a more detailed discussion include the prohibition of the unlawful use of force and non-intervention, the duty to prevent mass atrocities, the duty to investigate and punish perpetrators thereof, and duty to cooperate with international criminal courts and tribunals. By analyzing relevant case law and referring to legal findings of these ICs, this chapter tries to shed light on different components of required conduct for individual States, third States, international organizations and non-state actors more generally. As Lauterpacht and Rosenne have noted, while discussing the role and contribution of ICs with regard to furthering peace, it is necessary to be mindful of the institutional and other limitations imposed by their statutes, international law and the actions and interests of important actors.
Kingsbury distinguishes ten major types of ICs, namely inter-governmental claims commissions, ad hoc inter-state arbitration, inter-State arbitration, standing international courts, international criminal courts, international administrative tribunals, regional human rights courts, regional economic integration courts, the WTO dispute settlement system, and investment arbitration tribunals. 13 This chapter, however, shall focus on the work of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) which is entrusted with settling inter-State disputes and providing legal advice to the main UN organs and specialized agencies; the work of the International Criminal Court (ICC); and the work of the two ad hoc international criminal tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda (ICTY and ICTR), which are entrusted with investigating and prosecuting individuals for having committed mass atrocity crimes, namely genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. These selected ICs have dealt extensively with specific issues and aspects of State responsibility and individual criminal responsibility for mass atrocity crimes which present a threat to international peace and security.
Albeit not dealt with in this chapter, the activity of regional human rights courts is relevant even if these courts are not particularly well-suited for addressing widespread and systematic violations of human rights. 14 These judicial mechanisms provide an important remedy against violations of individual rights and freedoms and have had a significant impact on improving the domestic legal systems of the countries party to the regional human rights treaties. In that sense, regional human rights courts have contributed to the strengthening of the rule of law and human rights protection, which are important for a peaceful society. The choice to deal with some ICs, while excluding others, does not mean that these other ICs are not relevant to peace, since it can be claimed that by solving international disputes any of the existing ICs contributes in one way or another to promoting, maintaining or restoring peace. Such contribution to peace extends not only to inter-State relations, but also to relations between different groups within a society, making it relevant also at an intra-State level. Statute recognizes that mass atrocity crimes threaten the peace, security and well-being of the world. 25 Other paragraphs in the preamble of the ICC Statute are also related to the maintenance of peace in one way or another, since such interests are served by emphasizing the prohibition of the threat or use of force and the principle of non-intervention in an armed conflict or in the internal affairs of any State. Schabas has argued that, as a result of their inclusion in the preamble, the 'interests of peace' become germane to the Court's activities, and to policy decisions, such as whom to prosecute. 26 He also has noted that both objectives are best promoted by an approach that seeks to deliver as much of each as possible in the circumstances of a particular conflict. 27 The Office of the Prosecutor of the ICC (OTP/ICC) has provided an explanation of its understanding of the interests of justice and their relationship to peace processes. 28 First, the 2007 policy paper of the OTP/ICC notes that the ICC was created on the premise that justice is an essential component of a stable peace. Subsequently, while recognizing the role of the Security Council under Article 16 of the ICC Statute, the OTP/ICC has taken the position that the broader matter of international peace and security is not the responsibility of the Prosecutor as it falls within the mandate of other institutions.
The ICTY and the ICTR were established by the UN Security Council respectively in 1993 and 1994 on the basis of its competences under Chapter VII of the UN Charter relating to action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace and acts of aggression. Both resolutions establishing the ad hoc tribunals note that the prosecution of persons responsible for serious violations of international humanitarian law would contribute to the process of national reconciliation and to the restoration and maintenance of peace. 29 Despite the establishment of these tribunals, however, the situation in the former Yugoslavia and that in the Great Lakes region continued to be problematic and peace was established through subsequent political agreements. In the former Yugoslavia peace was achieved between the warring parties in a number of agreements which include the Dayton Accords in November 1995, 30 the Kumanovo The role and contribution of ICs with regard to peace can be discussed from different interrelated perspectives, namely from the scope of their jurisdictional reach, from the perspective of their judicial activity and from the perspective of how their users perceive and decide to employ them (or not) in relevant situations. Put differently, assessing their role is a matter of assessing what these courts are meant to do, what they actually do and the extent to which they are considered relevant and are used by important international actors when dealing with situations where peace is at stake. In terms of assessing their effectiveness, as Shany has pointed out, the goals of public organizations, such as courts, tend to be ambiguous, and the public goods that they generate, such as justice, peace, and legal certainty, are hard to quantify. 33 Discussing the role and contribution of ICs to peace is not easy, as peace is a concept which lends itself to many different understandings. 34 As any other concept, peace can be construed restrictively or expansively. Positive peace, as a broader understanding of peace, includes national peace and concerns a number of issues including social justice, human rights protection and elimination of structural violence. For Galtung positive peace addresses among others respect for human rights, provision of social justice, and elimination of structural violence causing poverty and exclusion. 35 A restrictive understanding of the concept of peace is that of negative peace, closely related to the prohibition of unlawful use of force. The legal findings of the selected ICs provide some important insights on aspects of both negative and positive peace under contemporary international law.
Generally speaking, the purpose of the judicial function has two inter-related components: first, an IC provides legal services to those entities that have access to it, including States, international organizations and individuals. Besides the parties directly concerned, the provision of these legal services benefits more broadly the international community as a whole. Peace and Conflict, Development and Civilization (London: Sage Publications, 1996) , especially pp. 31-33. international law for States, international organizations, and individuals, the ICs strengthen the rule of law both at an international and at the domestic level. 36 The international legal system remains State-centred, although non-State actors are increasingly recognized as playing an important role and as being accountable under international law. 37 Besides its corrective effect in righting wrongs, the exercise of judicial function by ICs is also ascribed a potentially preventive effect, exercised either directly in the course of their judicial activity, or through the indirect effect that the mere possibility of being subjected to judicial proceedings has on the behavior of States or non-State actors. The preventive effect of the activity of ICs, relevant for purposes of ensuring peace or deterring atrocities, has been subject to considerable criticism. 49 The judicial function of international criminal justice mechanisms, as the ICTY, ICTR and the ICC involves the investigation and prosecution of alleged perpetrators of mass atrocity crimes. This work is important, primarily for the societies affected by mass violence, but also more generally for the international community in terms of upholding a community interest, namely ensuring accountability for mass atrocity crimes. Notably, the work of the selected ICs includes and permeates both national and international dimensions of peace.
An important contribution of ICs with regard to peace is closely related to their institutional function within a larger organizational system, part of which they are. These international organizations are governed by the 'principle of speciality', which means that they are invested by the States which create them with powers, the limits of which are a function of the common interests whose promotion those States entrust to them. Although an independent, treaty-based international court outside the UN system, there is a close relationship between the ICC and the United Nations, established through the ICC Statute and a separate agreement adopted in 2004. 58 Two situations deemed to endanger international peace and security have been referred to this court by the Security Council so far, namely Sudan and Libya. 59 The institutional relationship between the ICC and the UN is quite complex. 60 That relationship seems to be based on a broader understanding of the role of the Security Council in the maintenance of peace, which concerns not only peace between States, but also peace within States. This understanding, and the fact that the primary responsibility for the maintenance of peace is vested with the Security Council, is reflected in the latter being able to exercise a certain degree of control over the activity of the ICC. 61 The close relationship between the ICC and the Security Council brings to the fore the close link that exists between international law and international politics. At the same time, this relationship also highlights the potential tension that might arise between the interests of peace and justice. Schabas has noted that deference to the Security Council, acting under Article 16 of the ICC Statute, may be the way to resolve the difficulty, assuming the wisdom of staying international justice in the interests of peacemaking. ICJ provide some clarity on the legal obligations incumbent upon States and international organizations with regard to ensuring the right to peace, as well as the relevant entitlements under international law accruing to individuals and groups of individuals. At the same time, by investigating and prosecuting alleged perpetrators of mass atrocity crimes, the ICC renders a contribution to the protection of fundamental human rights and ultimately to ensuring peace.
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The success of the activity of these ICs with regard to peace is dependent on State cooperation and their willingness to comply with the decisions rendered and other relevant international legal obligations.
The discussion in the following subsections focuses on a number of selected key legal obligations which are important for promoting, maintaining and restoring peace, namely the duty to refrain from the unlawful use of force and military intervention, the duty to prevent mass atrocities, the duty to investigate and punish perpetrators of mass atrocities, and the duty to cooperate with ICs. There might be tension at times between these duties, especially between the duty to refrain from the unlawful use of force and that of preventing mass atrocities, in the event that the Security Council does not authorize such intervention in the face of ongoing mass atrocities. Also, occasionally the duty to investigate and prosecute alleged perpetrators of mass atrocity crimes might compete with the duty to cooperate with ICs, as States might have different understandings of what complementarity between domestic criminal jurisdiction and international criminal jurisdiction entails.
The duty to refrain from the unlawful use of force and (unauthorized) military intervention
The duty of States to refrain from the unlawful use of force and military intervention in conducting their international affairs is an important foundation of international law and a precondition for peaceful relations among States. As such, this important prohibition is laid down in Article 2(4) of the UN Charter and has become part of customary international law. individual criminal responsibility. The ICJ has made a number of relevant legal findings concerning State responsibility. Thus, in the Nicaragua case, the ICJ has found that 'Principles such as those of the non-use of force, non-intervention, respect for the independence and territorial integrity of States, and the freedom of navigation, continue to be binding as part of customary international law, despite the operation of provisions of conventional law in which they have been incorporated.' 77 In noting the customary law character of the principle of nonintervention, the Court stated that 'The principle of non-intervention involves the right of every sovereign State to conduct its affairs without outside interference; though examples of trespass against this principle are not infrequent, the Court considers that it is part and parcel of customary international law'. 78 Moreover, the ICJ has emphasized that 'The element of coercion, which defines, and indeed forms the very essence of, prohibited intervention, is particularly obvious in the case of an intervention which uses force, either in the direct form of military action, or in the indirect form of support for subversive or terrorist armed activities within another State.' 79 Through these findings the ICJ has emphasized resorting to peaceful means for the settlement of disputes and refraining from the threat or use of force as expected standards of State conduct. While that has not always prohibited powerful countries from resorting to the illegal use of force, through its case law the ICJ has laid down standards for assessing State conduct and for assigning international legal responsibility in case of violations.
Besides State responsibility, the illegal use of force can trigger individual criminal responsibility. The military tribunals for Nuremberg and the Far East tried major war criminals individuals for such crimes at the end of WWII. Both Statutes included crimes against peace. 80 The same crime was initially included in the ICC Statute and further laid down in the 2010 Review Conference in Kampala. 81 Under the ICC Statute, the crime of aggression can be committed by a person in a position effectively to exercise control over or to direct the political or military action of a State, of an act of aggression which, by its character, gravity and scale, constitutes a manifest violation of the UN Charter. In other words, the crime of aggression can only be committed by senior State officials. By allowing these ICs to adjudicate issues of State responsibility or individual criminal responsibility concerning acts or omissions which disturb international peace, States have vested them with significant powers and responsibilities. 
The duty to prevent mass atrocity crimes
Basically, the duty to prevent mass atrocity crimes includes the duty to prevent genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. This community interest is expressed clearly in the doctrine of responsibility to protect (RtoP), adopted by the UN in the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document. 82 Based on treaty and customary international law the ICJ has made a number of important findings with regard to certain aspects of State responsibility and ensuing legal consequences for violations of the duty to prevent mass atrocity crimes. States have a duty to respect and ensure respect for international humanitarian law (IHL). 83 While the scope of the obligation to ensure respect for IHL incumbent upon a State, or the organized community of States, it is not entirely clear, at least a State must respect IHL in any international or noninternational armed conflict to which it is a party. This subsection will deal mainly with the findings of the ICJ concerning the duty to prevent genocide.
With regard to the duty to prevent genocide, the ICJ has held that:
The obligation on each contracting State to prevent genocide is both normative and compelling. It is not merged in the duty to punish, nor can it be regarded as simply a component of that duty. It has its own scope, which extends beyond the particular case envisaged in Article VIII, namely reference to the competent organs of the United Nations, for them to take such action as they deem appropriate.
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Indeed, the duty to prevent genocide cannot be equated with the duty to punish the culprits in its aftermath. Nor can it be understood as simply limited to a formal reference to certain important international organs, as the Security Council, the General Assembly, or the Human Rights Council. 85 As the Court has emphasized, the obligation on the part of States to prevent genocide has a continuous and distinct character, extending alongside that of the competent organs of the UN: This finding of the ICJ highlights the shared responsibility of individual States and the international organizations entrusted with protecting populations from mass atrocity crimes, as well as the need for international solidarity and close cooperation in putting a stop to grave violations of international law. However, while urging States to take action, the ICJ limits the scope of such action by reference to the UN Charter and any decisions that may have been taken by its competent organs.
The duty to investigate and to prosecute perpetrators of mass atrocity crimes
The duty to investigate and to prosecute perpetrators of mass atrocity crimes is largely a postconflict process. Many authors have noted that peace and justice seem to enjoy a complex relationship in a post-conflict environment. 87 There seems to be a division also across disciplinary lines, with lawyers putting more emphasis on judicial processes and accountability and political scientists and international relations' scholars leaning more towards other forms of dealing with the past, as amnesties and truth and reconciliation commissions. A moral theory of international law takes the chief moral goals of the international legal system to be peace, not just among, but also within States, and justice. 88 The duty to investigate and to prosecute perpetrators of mass atrocity crimes is well-established under both treaty and customary international law. 89 The ICJ has addressed in considerable detail the duty to punish under 
Certain aspects of the responsibility of international organizations in ensuring peace
Through the broad range of their rights and duties, international organizations play an important role in ensuring peace. The ICJ has made a number of relevant findings with regard to the rights and obligations of the UN in ensuring peace, mainly through its advisory opinions. 101 While there are differing views with regard to the value and legal basis for such recommendations of the ICJ, 102 the advisory role of the ICJ, as the principal legal organ of the UN, and the authority of its legal opinions, cannot be underestimated. First, the ICJ has acknowledged the legal personality of the UN and its capacity to carry out its functions. Secondly, the ICJ has recognized the right of the UN to bring a claim for reparations for injuries suffered by its staff in the performance of duties assigned to them by this organization. 103 cautioned that all agents of the United Nations, in whatever official capacity they act, must take care not to exceed the scope of their functions, and should so comport themselves as to avoid claims against the United Nations. 104 The ICJ has stated that when the Security Council adopts a decision in e course of fulfilling its responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security, it is for all member States to comply with that decision, since to hold otherwise would be to deprive this principal organ of its essential functions and powers under the Charter. 105 In assisting the Security Council and the General Assembly in their work in the framework of the process of decolonization, the ICJ has clarified the scope of rights of these main organs under the UN Charter vis-à-vis the State and the peoples concerned. 106 As part of its recommendations, in the Wall advisory opinion the ICJ considered it its duty to draw the attention of the General Assembly to the need for negotiating efforts to be encouraged with a view to achieving as soon as possible, on the basis of international law, a negotiated solution to the outstanding problems and the establishment of a Palestinian State, existing side by side with Israel and its other neighbors, with peace and security for all in the region. 107 In the dispositif of this decision the Court only called on the General Assembly and the Security Council to consider what further action is required to bring to an end the illegal situation resulting from the construction of the wall and the associated regime. 108 Through these legal findings the ICJ has provided necessary legal guidance, while supporting the activity of the main organs of the UN in pursuing the interests of peace.
The contribution of the international criminal courts and tribunals with regard to peace
International criminal courts and tribunals have been instrumental in establishing and enforcing the principle of individual criminal responsibility for internationally recognized crimes. 109 The ICTY was established in 1993, in the midst of the armed conflicts unfolding in the former Yugoslavia. However, neither its establishment, nor the indictments the tribunal issued in the course of its activity managed to restore peace in this region, with conflicts erupting in Kosovo in 1998 -1999 and in Macedonia in 2001 Nor did the parties to the conflict heed the repeated 104 
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calls by the Security Council to respect human rights and humanitarian law and to bring the conflict to an end. The impact of the ICTY in limiting the scope of the conflict in the former Yugoslavia and restoring peace has been questioned. 110 Empirical research is necessary to measure the preventive effect of the ICC on the conflicts taking place in different parts of the world and in furthering peace. The establishment of international criminal courts and tribunals and the ensuing strong emphasis on individual accountability for mass atrocity crimes has triggered a peace versus justice discussion. 111 On its part, the UN has distanced itself clearly from amnesties which provide immunity for gross violations of human rights and serious violations of international humanitarian law.
In acknowledging the importance of reparations for the victims of mass atrocity crimes, the international community included in the ICC system a Trust Fund and allowed victims to participate in the legal proceedings. The ICTY has recognized that reparations for victims are important for peace and that the investigation and prosecution of perpetrators alone is not sufficient. Thus, the ICTY has stated that, 'The Tribunal cannot, through the rendering of its judgements alone, bring peace and reconciliation to the region: other remedies should complement the criminal trials if lasting peace is to be achieved, and one such remedy should be adequate reparations to the victims for their suffering.' 112 From a general perspective, reparations for the victims seem to not have received the necessary attention and the willingness on the part of the international community to shoulder the financial burden for such compensation is lacking.
Concluding remarks
This chapter has tried to provide a general perspective on the role and contribution of ICs in promoting and ensuring peace within the broader framework of international law, alongside other methods and mechanisms of dispute settlement, as provided under Article 33 of the UN Charter. The case law and activity of these ICs demonstrates their significant role and contribution in clarifying certain aspects of the relevant legal obligations incumbent upon States, international organizations, and individuals. That said, their role and contribution to peace should not be overestimated, as it is heavily dependent on the willingness of States and international organizations to make use of their procedures and subsequently to comply with their decisions. Indeed, as Rosenne has aptly put it, the real test for States is found in their willingness in general to allow the law to occupy a prominent and constructive part in their international relations.
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The contribution of the selected ICs to peace would fall broadly under the concept of negative peace, in that they try to prevent, stop and condemn the unlawful use of force, as well as assign State responsibility and individual criminal responsibility for serious human rights and humanitarian law violations.
By settling inter-State disputes and rendering advisory opinions to the main organs of the UN and its specialized agencies the ICJ has contributed in maintaining or restoring international peace and security, alongside the main organs of the UN. This role is mainly relevant for instances of inter-State conflicts on various grounds, which could endanger peace and security. The ICTY and the ICTR have played an important role in investigating and prosecuting perpetrators of genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. That function is continued on a permanent basis and broader coverage by the ICC. By emphasizing individual criminal accountability for mass atrocities these judicial mechanisms can play a retributive as well as a preventive and deterrent role, which is potentially important for purposes of maintaining or restoring peace. At the same time, by exposing the truth and creating a broad narrative, these international judicial organs can contribute to the restoration of peace between different ethnic or religious groups in a State.
The first aspect of the contribution of ICs to peace is related to their primary function, namely the settlement of international disputes or the investigation and prosecution of individuals for crimes which are of concern not only to an affected society, but also to the international community as a whole. The second aspect of their contribution is broader and relates to their institutional role within the respective organization, namely rendering support and legitimacy to the actions of their sister organs. Thus, the ICJ has supported the General Assembly and the Security Council on different issues relating to the maintenance of international peace and security, through clarifying the scope of their powers as well as the nature of their interrelationship. The ICTY and the ICTR have assisted the Security Council in addressing mass atrocity crimes committed respectively in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. The third aspect of ICs' contribution, which follows from their judicial function, is their ability to hold States as well as individuals responsible for serious crimes which disturb international peace and security.
As the ICJ has rightly observed, that duality of responsibility continues to be a constant feature of international law. 
